
CONSCIOUS ART 
 By Neosutras

Neosutras creatives representing innovative vision and enhancement of traditional art forms with latest word technology. 
The mission of our artistry is to bring mindfulness in the mainstream, using wellness knowledge and universal art language.  
We are advocating for healing through art and representing conscious art collective.  

Neosutras is performance duo, futurists, innovators, which creations empowered by the practice of yoga, meditation, dance, nature and 
exploration of human potential and empowerment. 
NeoSutras movement style is a bold new dance fusion created by Pola Rubis & Lamonte Goode (world-known yogi and influencer as 
CYBERYOGA ), inspired by sacred geometry - the geometrical laws which govern everything in existence as a combination of yoga, breakdance, 
contemporary and acrobatics. This innovative art of dance merges ancient wisdom and modern body-mind-soul teachings, as it captures universal 
oneness and human synergy through strong and sensual movement that connects past, present and future. Their mission is to awaken our 
audience to the infinite consciousness possibilities through the mindful, empowering and meaningful body movement style of NeoSutras. Pola & 
Lamonte is the first in the world yogis that 3D scanned over 100 unique, self-created asanas and presented genesis on the SuperRare. BTS VIDEO 
Neosutras represents unity and inclusion. As an interracial couple with leading artist Pola Rubis, who stands for woman empowerment.  
Both artists are thought leaders sharing the art for love within families and self, emphasizing the importance of the harmony of human connection.  
Neosutras work has been features at the leading traditional and digital art fairs. Innovative approach of representation of the performance art in 

fusion with mixed media, sculpture, volumetric technology, 3D scan, AI and VR is the main focus of their artistic exploration.  

Neosutras Live performance is a fusion of art, dance and technology. We building solo showcases and integrations in Web2 & Web3 spaces, as 

well as creating concepts, choreography and characters design for the brands and artists such as: Cadillac, ViniVici, Herbalife, Nike, Y-3, Natti 

Natasha & Prince Royce, Alo Yoga, LA Fashion Week, Sony Pictures and more.

www.neosutras.net

https://youtu.be/Y0fldJUDwyg
http://www.neosutras.net


Pola Rubis is CEO of Neosutras, curator, choreographer, a multidisciplinary phygital artist-innovator with a Master’s in ART. She is a 
pioneer of visionary healing art, representing Asian & USA community, NFTNYC speaker, SuperRare featured artist, wellness advocate, 
and author focusing on progressive conscious art, mental and physical health education, Crypto-ART and integration of the latest 
world technology such as: 3D, VR, AR, volumetric tech. Pola is WEB2 & WEB3 bridge builder that is making a shift in crypto and 
traditional art culture. 
Her work is featured all over the world at art fairs such as: NFT NYC, LA ART Show, Liverpool London, NFT Paris, CADAF ( Paris, NYC ), 
Art Basel ( Miami ), NFT Asia Bali, Singapore, Futurist Conference Canada, Art Crush World Tour Paris, Project22 ( Dubai ), Nematic 
Gallery featured artist ( Carmel By The Sea ), TEZOS Foundation and more. 
Her collectors are legendary artist Coldy producer Katerina Gecmen-Waldeck, CEO of premium NFT platform Makers Place - Craig 
Palmer. 

ABOUT THE ARTIST

By bringing together the realms of technology and well-being, we have a potential to contribute to the overall improvement of mental 
and physical health in society. Each experience was designed with point clouds technology, that allow the viewer to experience a deep 
dives into the words created from the body of creators. 

“You will experience the most fascinating human body mastery and connection bond”.  

Installation available for VR experiences and physical art sculptures.

click here to view the example

INSTALLATIONS & SCULPTURES

SHOW
click here to view the reel

www.neosutras.net

https://youtu.be/r46Ov2phdA4
http://www.neosutras.net
https://cables.gl/p/63e04e2582e3afa286c6c7e7?s=uFgtIJOJi04aHq1U


VR GUIDED MEDITATION 
 By 

www.neosutras.net

Neosutras is a first world yogis and visionary artists who have pioneered a tool aimed at promoting well-being and facilitating mental health 

healing through the medium of their art. They achieve this by employing 3D scans of their signature asanas, which are then represented in 

virtual reality (VR) along with high-frequency music and guided meditation. 

Neosutras leverages technological solutions to enhance human vitality and recognizes the potential of technology for the greater 
good. Presently, their VR meditation experiences are accessible at galleries and private events. 

http://www.neosutras.net

